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Dear valued Customer,

ICL would like to announce a change in the port of call in the UK.
After 20 years serving our customers through the port of Liverpool our vessels will start to call the port of Southampton
effective with the sailing of

EB Independent Spirit Voyage 693                ETS Chester July 10th
ETS Wilmington July 12th
ETA Southampton July 25th

  WB Independent Spirit Voyage 697                ETS Southampton July 26th

While ICL remains at the top of Trans-Atlantic Reliability as per Sea-Intel, each winter is bringing more weather
challenges in the North Atlantic and keeping schedule becomes more difficult.  This change will allow us to get back to
100% reliability year round, which is a core pillar of our service offering.

The Southampton port call will shift to a Thursday PM arrival and Friday AM departure versus a Friday/Saturday
scenario currently in Liverpool.

We have planned and coordinated various intermodal options that will allow your cargo to be picked up and delivered at
the same award winning intermodal service levels and your local ICL representative will be in touch with you to ensure a
seamless transition as we change our UK port of call.

Our UK-Headquarters in Liverpool will remain unchanged with the same dedicated and experienced staff continuing to
provide exceptional personalized service to our UK Customers.

We would like to share our appreciation to the staff at the Port of Liverpool who have supported the ICL-Team this past
20 years. We look forward to a new chapter in ICL successful history as we team up with DPW and the Port of
Southampton in these next few weeks.

Sincerely Yours,
John Kirkland & Dale Ross
Managing Partners

We thank you for your business and continued support. 
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